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Abstract
Recently selected as a winner of the government of Canada’s COVID-19: Digital clearinghouse challenge, our background work has uncovered that the cost of distribution can often be significantly higher than the cost of manufacture for high consumable medical supplies, like personal protective equipment (PPE). What’s worse, all of these costs are often not realized in suppliers’ pricing schedules, as further ‘hidden costs’ are incurred when governments procure centrally but use locally, demanding after the fact ‘sub distribution’. As the public and private sector alike look to rebuild stockpiles, how can we rethink the supply chain to maintain domestic production without simple subsidization? Conventionally, domestic suppliers have been unable to compete with overseas counterparts on price point. If distribution costs can be lowered, domestic supplies could become cheaper overall, more ethical and more sustainable. The key is in circumventing the architecture of a supply chain altogether — which is only as strong as its weakest link — and enabling an adaptive net that can match suppliers and distributors to orderers, enabling centralized procurement and direct, shortest path distribution at the same time. This strategy can improve the reliability, efficiency and resiliency of supply chains with impact on health costs.
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1. Cross Sector Issues

Lean methodology, originally developed out of Toyota to streamline manufacturing processes, provides a lens to systematically identify and reduce waste. Lean originally identified seven wastes: waiting, over processing, over production, transportation, motion, defects, and extra inventory. An eighth waste of unused employee potential is often used, although it is an addition from the original Toyota method (Andersson et al., 2006).

Inventory is often rightly identified as the ‘keystone’ waste in Lean as it can be thought of as a producer of other wastes. One cannot over process, or transport something which is not there. Lean focuses on a total view of the value that a set of processes or organization adds to a customer, through activities like value stream mapping and ‘fish boning’ often encouraging ‘one piece flow’ or to initiate a process for a customer once it is known what the customer wants. This, in combination with the intense focus on adding value to the customer, can produce a situation in which any inventory is thought of as waste. In combination with concepts such as one piece flow, this originated a practice of ‘just in time delivery’ — to avoid waiting on parts, they are intended to be delivered at the latest
possible point for integration to a project, so that storage and handling does not have to occur (Davies and Kochhar, 2002). While Lean methodology is intended to induce an organizational level of thinking, what if an organizational level of thinking does not suffice? Complete reliance on ‘just in time delivery’ means that each stop at each organization is now entirely reliant on the stop immediately preceding it. If ‘just in time’ delivery is too ‘just in time’, one missed delivery can render the flow failed, with ripples causing ramifications which last weeks or months after the missed delivery.

In a system with only a few stops, these delays may not be so costly or likely, and the tradeoff of the additional processing that they save at each stop, or each organization, may be worth it. However, today we do not have supply chains with only several stops, but possibly hundreds. Confirmed through our workshops with suppliers, this can even be deduced by simple observation of the delays: in a system with three stops, each stop taking two weeks, we would expect the maximum delay of the first stop missing a delivery, and this accruing through all subsequent stops, to be a mere six weeks. What we have seen in the world economy, in even the production of basic goods, is supply and demand issues rippling months or nearly a year past the point of initial closures at early stops, across a range of items: lumber experienced over a five fold increase in price, the price of steel nearly doubled, coffee experienced over a sixty percent price increase. These are ‘basic’ goods which do not incorporate the processing needed in a computer or automobile, which we could therefore not expect to be as susceptible to closures in different locations of the world. Complex goods, even those sold by sophisticated companies, experienced the same problems. The global computer chip shortage is well documented, and is causing the price of some computer goods to surge 30% compared to equivalent previous models (Silva, 2021). Automobiles have increased in price 10-53% as the total US inventory has fallen by 42%, with demand still outstripping supply (Krisher, 2021). Strikingly, the worst of all of these issues occurred nearly a year or more past initial closures due to the COVID-19 pandemic: the impacts were not solved but rippled on, and compounded.

From the alternative point of view, we should perhaps be surprised that complex companies were unable to head off their supply chain bets. From a mathematical or technological perspective, more manipulatable variables in a managed scenario should offer the opportunity for more stability in the outcomes, for the same basic reason that 1 times 4 is 4 but 2 times 2 is also 4: there are multiple ways that each variable can be manipulated to produce the same or similar outcomes. The observation that entire high tech sectors have been unable to head off these supply chain issues indicates the dearth of supply chain management solutions — both technological and methodological — currently on the market.

The simplest solution would seem to be to keep an excess of inventory at each stop, so that if a ‘just in time’ delivery is missed, one still has the ability to continue on operations. However, this brings with it the waste of inventory: the waste of the items compounding into other wastes, such as handling, transportation and over processing, and the excess investment needed to maintain — and manage — inventory hoards. Yet beyond one organization there are even more wastes. There is only so much inventory available at any given time, and an even smaller ‘hoard’ at every stop — amongst dozens or hundreds — sharply diminishes what is available to the end customer, and even to other organizations in the structure. As we saw with personal protective equipment (PPE) and other medical
supplies early on in the pandemic, multiple players vying for stockpiles can rapidly create a surge in prices. In our workshops in one Canadian province alone, frontline healthcare workers reported prices surging as high as five times their normal costs, and demand still overtaking supply. They knew this because they also frequently reported needing to purchase their own PPE, as the supply from their health region had at times completely broken down. In the first few months of the pandemic, PPE prices in the US surged over 1000% (Diaz et al., 2020). These situations of multiple organizations vying for increased excess and buffer inventory amounts creates a kind of prisoner’s dilemma, in which it is in every one organizations’ best interests to try to keep buying more before the price surges even higher. Yet since every organization is doing this, the price continues to surge — and more and more is stockpiled in unseen corners, taking away from what may ultimately be used by those most in need: the ones still waiting on just in time deliveries, or the ultimate end consumers, usually unable to leverage large buying power to compete. The problems are not solved, but are made worse by the initial reactions to the problems.

In conventional times, inventory as the keystone Lean waste is a logical and tough trade off. There are arguments for keeping it and disposing of it, both valid. More inventory produces more down the line waste. Less inventory increases the risk from mounting failed or delayed ‘just in time’ deliveries. This makes the real argument: how much to keep? This pits Lean practitioners in a constant balancing act of trying to determine the ‘proper’ amount of inventory to carry.

To be sure, excess inventory, not simply inventory, is the waste. But what exactly is excess?

2. A 9th Lean Waste: The Stop

What if the cause of these failings was not just the inventory amount: the lack thereof, or the over presence of it? Just before the pandemic, over 57 million now coveted N95 masks expired in stockpiles in Canada (Dhanraj, 2020) (Leo, 2020), reminding us of the waste of hoarding. The real waste is not in having it or not, but in not using it: the same point where the real risk in either strategy regarding inventory emanates from as well; That inventory will not be there to use, or that one will not use it fast enough. If the flow is broken, both too much and too little inventory is a waste. The real waste, when dealing with these problems, is not the inventory, but the flow to keep it moving, and specifically when this flow has the opportunity to be broken: the stops. A systems level of thinking is demanded, one which can identify wastes not within organizations but between them. Distribution stops have a different relationship to risk than inventory. They do not represent a simple trade off. They can provide value, to be sure, but that value is subject to — always — drastically increasing risk. As new stops are linearly added, the chance that a failure will occur at any one point increases cumulatively, since it must rely on successful delivery form the previous stop. If each stop has a 5% chance of something going wrong, the third stop carries with it not a 5% chance of failure, but a 15% chance of failure, as it must rely on the previous two making successful deliveries to carry out its actions normally. In addition to accumulating the chance of total failure across the number of stops, the average downtime is increased as each new stop is added as well. Imagine we have three equal stops, each posing a possible delay of two weeks. The first stop failing could produce a six week delay, as it
ripples through the other stops of the supply chain, the second four weeks, the last two weeks. This makes the average failure in such a system ‘cost’ four weeks. If we add one more stop taking another two weeks, everything is shifted. The first can now cause a delay of up to eight weeks, the second six weeks, the third four weeks and the last two weeks. Our average possible delay is increased to five weeks, and will increase further with each new stop added. As we are increasing the time of the average delay, we are also increasing the chance that said delay will occur, meaning that the total risk and cost posed is increasing exponentially.

This is not just transportation, as transportation can occur within a localized set of facilities. Looking at transportation does not capture the true cost and risk of each discrete stop. Each stop that an item has to make in a flow adds another point of possible failure: like inventory, it adds even further wastes than the ones already discussed. Each distribution point ‘stop’ carries with it another location at which to cause mishandling, over processing, and material waste, in addition to inherently carrying some amount of inventory and demanding transportation.

While a certain number of stops is essential to the production of any complex good or service, each stop should be seen as inherently high cost. Not only is identifying this discretely a new waste, but it may take the crown as a ‘keystone’ waste from inventory, as its nature is to produce a relationship that is not a balancing act, but one which produces increasingly higher cost and risk. Where inventory can produce higher wastes, each stop does, and has the ability to produce exponentially higher wastes and risks at that, rather than mitigating them as in the case of inventory — if it can be selected in the (near impossible’) right amount.

Many of the complex goods and services we enjoy today would not be possible without many stops. Yet each stop adds increasing risk. It should be attempted to eliminate them wherever possible. Where not possible, it should be attempted to ‘collapse’ them: not cutting an operation out of the loop, but simplifying that operation into others, or simplifying these stops internally within any organization.

3. Invisible Costs

These stops can occur both between organizations, and within them. If they are occurring within organizations, they can contribute to increasingly higher distribution costs that are not realized at the time of purchase from the seller. Critically, in healthcare, these costs often go unaccounted for, and, not being recognized, are taken out of resources allocated and intended for providing actual care.

After conducting workshops with suppliers, industry professionals and healthcare workers, we estimate that the average shipment of high consumable medical supplies makes at least five stops in its route from manufacturer to ultimate frontline user in Canada. This represents the average condition, with the strain placed on the supply chain actually increasing the number of stops and decreasing the percentage of product available to the frontline in the manner discussed above. Frontline workers repeatedly reported making their own trips to procure their own supplies, when supply lines from health regions, provinces and the federal government — all of which take part in procurement — had failed. Stops often occur not just between manufacturer, distributor and purchaser, but
across multiple points within these organizations. To leverage their buying power, large organizations often procure larger volumes, which they usually ask be delivered to centralized locations for down the line ‘sub distribution’. This adds further costs as warehouses must be procured which do not contribute to the purchasing organizations’ central mandate, and further logistics must be managed and stops executed to get product to those who can ultimately use it. This chain becomes longer and more convoluted the further away the purchasing organization is removed from the frontline user, which in healthcare is a problem that may extend into the future. In Canada, healthcare is a provincial mandate, with several provinces having single unified health regions but most delegating the task to even further distributed networks of multiple health regions per province. During the pandemic, the federal government became the largest purchaser of medical supplies and personal protective equipment, yet was unable to actually use these items for healthcare purposes at the federal level; they had to be sub-distributed to frontline locations of care, at added cost to the government beyond that which they paid for the items and central deliveries. In our investigations, these sub distribution actions are most often not accounted for in government purchasing information and reports. A strategy to buy centrally carries with it the seeming advantage of being able to leverage buying power to achieve discount pricing. This strategy was recently lauded by even Canada’s Auditor General (Hogan, 2021). We have seen even more signals that the Federal Government of Canada intends to extend this practice into the future, with recent tenders looking for products in the hundreds of millions of units and billions of dollars, yet once more asking for delivery to centralized federal warehouses (Government of Canada, 2020) (Hogan, 2021) (Public Services and Procurement Canada, 2021). These volume discounts can be quickly eaten away by the true and unrealized costs of getting the products to where they can be used. No matter how centralized procurement becomes, use must ultimately be local and on the frontline. Worse still, the cost is most often ‘shifted ’to frontline workers, who must manage increasingly complex processes to request and receive the materials they need, eating into the time they spend providing actual care.

In workshops with frontline workers from Alberta Health Services (AHS), we broke down the steps needed for those on the frontline to request and ultimately receive materials to their health unit. We found that the actual realized process could take dozens of steps, including time-consuming steps like ‘ad-hoc ’conversations and phone calls; that, even if in stock at one of the central regional warehouses, delivery could take a week or more; and that delivery of critical supplies often failed. Delivery from the region to the hospital units failed so frequently that multiple workers from different hospital locations reported having large volumes of taxi tokens on hand, to send needed materials back and forth between hospitals in the back seat, often ‘just in time ’for an operation. Each worker who raised this point claimed that the frequency of this occurrence was multiple times a week, diminished only by further asking ambulances to transport materials to other hospitals just before they left on a call. What unaccounted for costs to care — or even lives and wellbeing — are being added by potentially delaying ambulances?

Determined through these workshops, these factors, among others, result in an average of 28% of frontline care workers’ time being spent on administrative duties. Compared to AHS’s annual budget (Ernst & Young, 2019), this represents an approximate annual cost of $1.9 billion CAD in lost care time. Put another way, this is equivalent to an annual cost
of 36 million hours, or 17,300 FTEs, for this one health region. While this represents all administrative duties, dealing with ordering is one of the most significant components, and this represents just a fraction of the added costs of further ‘sub-distribution’. Not recognizing are the costs realized by the federal and provincial government in the process, or the costs of actually moving the product around — only the costs on one end of dealing with such an ad-hoc system, composed of multiple levels of purchasing. Even looking at these costs alone, the pricing discounts achieved by buying centrally must surely be outstripped.

The avoidable costs of actually delivering the product to the organization from the supplier end, while hard to calculate, must be immense. In consultation with suppliers, some provided us with pricing schedules and cost estimates. We also undertook workshops to identify the costs in running a manufacturing operation, and received quotes from suppliers of equipment, raw materials and leases for the space required. Though companies are usually wary to share information like specific margins, we were able to develop a good picture of the market for consumable medical materials. We estimated the actual cost of manufacture for various kinds of medical masks as a mere 10-15% of the total cost often given to buyers. Yet most companies reported fears of going under, operating on razor thin margins; the remaining 85% was not contributing directly to profit. Depending on how the costs are viewed, the vast majority of the remainder can be considered distribution: especially if we identify distribution from a systemic point of view, counting the overhead costs of processing at additional stops. Products are most often moved multiple times, each stop offering a point where more overhead, more processing, and more waste costs can be accrued. As mentioned, the concept of the stop as a waste does not involve mere transportation costs, if the whole stop can ultimately be avoided, though even the transportation costs involved in one average trip were estimated to possibly outstrip the cost of production. Multiple trips have a further compounding effect on transportation costs alone, as the costs from couriers are greater if a distance is reached in two trips than in one, meaning that, even if the same distance is ultimately achieved, a stop is a significant added cost. Considering these costs once an item has been delivered to an organization, if the organization must sub-distribute, these can rapidly match or exceed the cost of the item at only a few further stops, though these costs are rendered essentially invisible within internal distribution systems where costs are often not tracked per item, but as a separate department. If an item was able to be delivered once to where it was needed, these costs could ultimately disappear.

The cost of distribution — which we define as the cost accrued through multiple unnecessary stops — could be reasonably seen to take up between 60% and 80% of the supplier’s quoted cost on many transactions of highly consumable medical products, like masks or gloves, and the further costs incurred through sub-distribution once delivered to an organization can quickly exceed the price originally paid. In other words, for each product, an organization may be rapidly ‘paying ’twice what it thinks it is.

As mentioned, the burden of dealing with further sub-distribution costs often falls to frontline workers. With no additional costs allocated in the system, frontline workers deal with the added complexity at the expense of not dealing with patients, which causes backlogs to ‘invisibly ’get longer. Procurement failings may have a large part to play in Canada’s ranking in terms of access to care.
These costs are sure to be added to if centralized procurement is in turn ramped up, yet they come at a time when maximizing the amount of resources spent on patient care is a high priority: many experts are estimating that the impact of care deferred during the COVID pandemic may rival or outstrip the impact of the virus itself. Ontario’s backlog now sits at over 15 million cases, excluding the cases that already existed before the pandemic (Alberga, 2021) and Alberta has delayed approximately 30% of procedures (Rieger, 2021), with our respondents with scheduling experience estimating the overall backlog in the province has more than doubled since the pandemic began. With Canada ranking near last among developed countries in terms of access to care and procedural wait times before the pandemic, (Dawson, 2020) (Barua & Moir, 2019) (OECD, 2020) these delays threaten to undermine the very foundation and core purpose of the country’s healthcare system.

Yet would it be possible to unify the discounts realized through bulk purchasing without the added costs of sub distribution? Even decreasing other costs and wastes, such as the amount of inventory carried?

4. A Supply Net

We have identified a series of problems relating to the supply chain:

1. That it is only ‘one direction’; just in time deliveries cause each stop to rely on the stop previous.

2. That this in turn creates a system which fails to adapt when problems arise. In fact, problems are further compounded by emergency behaviours.

3. The architecture of a chain in turn causes violent pendulum swings when an error is encountered, with organizations rapidly going from seeing inventory as a waste to trying to hoard as much as possible. This only compounds problems, as those still waiting on just in time deliveries suffer even further delays, which ripple further down the chain, and so on.

4. That each stop poses waste and risk more than the sum of its parts, offering another opportunity for error to occur and therefore compounding the total chance of failure, and offering more opportunity for added waste and further trips to occur.

In such an interrelated system, the lack of ability for one node to get access to what they need can affect dozens or hundreds of others — others which may even be actively buying up inventory needed for the node that they rely on. Even between organizations, this can result in further needed ‘sub-distribution’, for the down the line organization to share inventory back to their partners that they are waiting on, once more compounding the complexity of logistics.

As the number of stops increases, the amount of material ultimately available at the final use point decreases, even with the same amount of supply available in the total system. This is caused not only by hoarding, but also by increasing complexity of logistics, which means more stops and trips. In addition to more of this supply being taken up by inventory hoarding at every stop, each stop provides a further opportunity for material waste — as we saw with stockpile waste in Canada — and, more than this, as the number of trips between each point increases, the volume of material in transit at any given time increases as well, leaving ultimately a lesser percentage available for ‘frontline’ use. Our respondents
reported the number of trips that each material item took skyrocketing in the beginning of the pandemic, sending items back and forth between hospitals, and other distribution points so they could in turn make good on the demands posed by other frontline locations deemed to be a higher priority. Suppliers also reported being asked to move shipments from one location to another. Even with the same number of distribution points, increasingly complex logistics caused by missed deliveries can lead to more stops between these points.

It follows that to solve the problems of such a system, we would need to envision one in which:

1. Movement is adaptive, not one way. Movement can be rerouted easily, with connections between stops not forming a one way chain but more akin to roads that can be driven on or not at any instant, but have the potential to facilitate movement.
2. That this movement is rerouted to deal with problems as they are happening.
3. That hoarding of inventory is prevented even in emergency situations by prioritizing need in terms of down-the-line effects to the ultimate user or customer, and ensuring that these needs are met to keep the movement in progress.
4. That items make as few stops as possible from manufacturer to final use point.

In such a system, an order could come into a centralized digital clearinghouse, be prioritized based on its down the line consequences to the rest of the system and ultimately to the final user, and be matched to the supplier that has the item in stock and is the closest to the ultimate final delivery point. The supplier could then be paid to deliver the item in the proper quantity to the final use point, rather than to a centralized site from which further sub-distribution must occur. If we were matching based at least in part on the supplier’s location relative to the final use point, this could ultimately result in less transit distance than through the previous sub distribution strategy, let alone less stops.

These strategies would serve to target and bring down by an order of magnitude both the distribution cost built into suppliers’ prices, as well as distribution costs incurred after the fact by buyers with hierarchal structures. This method targets suppliers’ distribution costs by ensuring that orders are matched to them which involve the lowest overhead for them to fulfill, for instance matching orders to them based on items they already have in stock at low reported costs, at distribution points the nearest to the location of order. In a unified digital clearinghouse, market pricing pressures would further apply, as multiple suppliers would be present on the platform, and, especially for larger organizations, (perceived) price point can ultimately be the deciding factor in purchasing decisions. This means that multiple suppliers would be vying for contracts based on price point. By eliminating the need for suppliers to distribute through multiple points, involving overhead, and matching the one trip made to the nearest combination of supplier and use point, both total overhead and total transit distance can be brought down, lowering distribution costs dramatically — which likely make up a significantly larger portion of total supplier price than manufacturing does, for many items. If these gains were significant enough, we would predict the market to find a new equilibrium at a lower price point that still enables suppliers to have a greater profit per item. On an item with a 60% distribution cost, if overhead could be cut in half by eliminating stops and administrative complexities, this could provide a 30% ‘buffer’ to the supplier. The supplier could therefore pass 15% of the gain to the customer by lowering the price, and still realize a 15% increase in per unit
profit.
This system also targets further unnoticed costs of sub-distribution, by seeking to deliver directly to the point of use, bypassing internal sub-distribution that must occur if delivered centrally. The true cost of total distribution is targeted, not only the cost which registers on the supplier’s pricing schedule.

Such a system would further enable manufacturers to more easily sell directly to buyers, bypassing distributors that usually take an extensive mark up and add even more stops to the chain. In fact, the market pressures set up through such an adaptive clearinghouse would serve to optimize the true value add posed by distributors, as it would only allow those distributors with markup levels and distribution points that simplified delivery and cost to the final user to compete on price, and therefore ultimately remain. In other words, distributors may fulfill a need by offering more local distribution points than manufacturers, but could only compete on price if they fulfilled this need. Distributors must find the balance of localized delivery points, minimal trips made and price markup to be able to be matched to an order over a manufacturer.

This registers an increase in environmental sustainability as well. Because of Canada’s vast geography and distribution of population, our country is one of the most reliant in the world on trucking operations, spending about 1.6 times the per capita annual spend compared to Europe on road freight (Mazareanu, 2020) (Statista Research Department, 2021) even though a majority of freight (in tonne kilometres) is still carried by road in all EU member states except for Latvia and Lithuania (Eurostat, 2020). Even as federal pushes are made for electric vehicles, 33% of Canadian electricity is produced via nonrenewable resources (Government of Canada, 2016). Ultimately significantly lessening the number of trips that even an electric vehicle must make transporting goods can have impact sooner than the initial transition to electrical vehicles itself, especially in remote areas likely to be slow to adopt renewable energy sources or to link up to a centralized electric grid. This is especially true of Western Canada, which has very little hydro generated power or access to hydro power sources, which represents 89% of Canada’s total renewable energy production (Government of Canada, 2016).

Such a system places a significant importance on supplier location relative to buyers, to fulfill orders with minimal distribution costs and impact both built into the price and incurred by buyers after the fact. As such, we begin optimizing the true problem, the more significant cost of distribution rather than manufacturing. From our analysis discussed previously, labour is the largest cost involved in manufacturing domestically in Canada and, we believe, in most of the developed world. Ethically priced labour cannot compete with the wages paid out by some overseas manufacturers, which results in a drastically reduced price of manufacture for overseas products. If the cost of distribution for both is the same or similar, overseas products, especially those produced in an unsustainable, unethical fashion, beat domestic products on price point and in turn flood the market.

However, since a system factoring into account distribution costs relies on relative location to the point of use, distribution costs can be uniquely lowered for domestic suppliers, allowing them to compete on a direct dollar-for-dollar price point, with the additional added benefits of domestic production.

Another dimension of the often unsustainable nature of cheap overseas production is its certification standard. In Canada, the market was quickly flooded with overseas
manufactured PPE and other medical supplies, for which substantial recalls have been issued by government regulators (Health Canada, 2020). However, this occurred months into the pandemic, after these products have been in the market and in use for an extensive period of time. Where recalls are a reactive approach, allowing pre-approved domestic suppliers to compete on price through the optimization of distribution costs offers a proactive approach, potentially preventing the need to import large, untested quantities in the first place.

This is a stark departure from the early government strategy, which has been to subsidize domestic manufacturing. Operations with little experience — being that the industry was not established — were given large contracts extending into the future, favourable loans or even grants to cover their cost of establishing manufacturing operations (Babych, 2020) (Morrison, 2020). However, this threatens to be an economically unsustainable strategy, as many Canadian suppliers have been unable to compete on price point and have not secured other contracts. By integrating these suppliers together and allowing them to compete on price point by lowering distribution costs, we could give domestic suppliers a unique edge over overseas counterparts, leading to increased financial independence.

Yet, if we are optimizing distribution to the point of use, are we eliminating the ability for large, multi-tiered institutions, be they public or private, to leverage their buying power? Not necessarily. It is through such a centralized clearinghouse strategy that we can enable users to buy centrally yet still distribute locally. Through our workshops, we often found the largest concern of suppliers — and especially manufacturers — is to have guaranteed orders as their product is moving off of the production line. The size of the order is often not as much of a concern as the regularity, since warehousing supplies and finding buyers takes up a greater cost than allowing it to be shipped as soon as it comes off of the line, in whatever ultimate delineation. Shipping orders of 400 boxes, 100 boxes and 300 boxes poses little difference than an order of 800 boxes, especially if the 800 boxes would otherwise need to be stored. Likewise, we know that large stockpiles of materials have often remained unintegrated with the rest of the supply chain, expiring and going to waste. A primary concern of those having the buying power to procure large stockpiles should clearly be not only securing the amount, but keeping it in use. These two concerns of both supplier and buyer can be unified to create a strategy better for everyone. Large organizations especially have the buying power to ‘pre purchase’ capacity from suppliers, to in effect own certain volumes of materials as they are coming off the line. The large organizations can in turn, through a digital clearinghouse, allocate these pre-purchased credits to multiple locations of ordering to be ultimately fulfilled to. This pre-purchased capacity can be purchased from or split between multiple suppliers, and orders can be matched to the nearest supplier in the network capable of fulfilling them, both as inventory amounts are updated by suppliers and as frontline orders come in, all drawing down from the credit purchased by the large organizations. Such a model enables large volume discounts to be negotiated, while still skipping the sub-distribution costs often needed to secure these discounts, which would ultimately eat into them anyway. This further allows suppliers of a smaller size, of which many newly formed domestic suppliers are, to participate in large contracts usually reserved for larger players, bringing further enhanced stability to a distributed domestic market.

Even such a purchasing model poses challenges of complexity, and would have to be
automated to appropriately eliminate the extra administrative work it could pose. Challenges like how long the credit would last into the future before it must be redeemed, the total number of shipments that each large order could be broken into, of what maximum and minimum size, and how far each of these shipments could be sent would need to be addressed in new types of purchasing agreements, and both a legal and technological framework. However, since such a solution would be posed to solve such fundamental problems for both purchasers and suppliers, we believe these challenges could ultimately be overcome.

Such a complete strategy poses the ability for:
1. Domestic suppliers to become more profitable and stable without subsidization.
2. Reliance on non-domestic supplies to be lowered, especially in emergency situations.
3. Supplier costs of medical materials to be lowered.
4. After the fact sub-distribution costs of medical materials to be lowered.
5. Volume discounts to be realized across smaller suppliers, and to be in sum increased.
6. A ‘freeing up ’ of these costs to return to providing care, reducing administrative and financial burden often taken from frontline operations.
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